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TV Paper Plate Family Album  

Step 1:  Choose a television family to use with this project.  My 
television family is_____________________________ 

Step 2:  Divide a paper plate into 8 even sections by folding it; draw in lines. Individ-
ually number the edge sections of the plate beginning with # 1 and ending with # 8. 

Step 3:  Locate a picture of your television family on the laptop and print it out 
and glue it to the center of your paper plate.  (Not too big!) 

Step 4:  Complete the following…numbers on the plate correspond with project 
instructions  

Section 1:  Title this section Family Structure Album and your name.   

Section 2:  Title this section Family and identify the name of the television family 
and the family structure it represents.  Ex.  The Jetson’s are a nuclear family. 

Section 3:  Title this section Members and identify the names of the tv family.  Ex.  
The Jetson family consists of two parents and their biological children.  *George—
Father, Jane—Mother, Judy—Daughter, Elroy—Son 

Section 4:  Title this section Roles of Family Members and identify the basic day to 
day roles/tasks each family member is responsible for.  Ex. George is the 
breadwinner for the family.  He works at Spacley Space Sprockets.  Jane is a 
stay at home mother who takes care of their home and children.  The children, 
Judy and Elroy, attend school. 

Section 5:  Title this section Family Life Cycle Stage and identify the stage of the 
family life cycle this family is in and briefly explain why.  Ex.  The Jetson’s are in 
the Family with Teenagers stage because Judy is the oldest and she is between 
the ages of 13 and 20. 

Section 6:  Title this section Challenges and identify a challenge this family faces.  
Ex. Challenges can be a specific issue or crisis or something they struggle with 
such as money, keeping a job, injuries, addictions, etc. 

Section 7:  Title this section Advantages and explain a positive characteristic with 
this family.  Ex.  This family has a robot that helps with many things around the 
Jetson household as well as a built in babysitter. 

Section 8:  Title this section Family Functions and identify at least one function this 
family provides its members.  Ex.  This family promotes education by sending 
their children to school and making sure they do their homework. 
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Rubric 

Criteria Present Not Present 
Plate divided evenly 
into sections and 
labeled (4) 

  

All sections 
info/criteria present 
(16) 

  

Picture of television 
family in center (1) 

  

Neatly written (2)   
Free of spelling and 
grammar errors (2) 

  

   
Total Points Possible 
(25) 

  

 

Comments: 


